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SODIUM CHLORATE F~_R WEED ERADICATION .... 

By A. C. Arny 

. Sodium chlorate (NaCI03) is being used extensively io Kansas and to some extent in other 
states for weed eradication. In order to have av11ilable to farmers in this state results that are applicable 
here, experiments on the use of sodium chlorate and other chemicals were started in the autumn of 1927 and 
continued through the open season of f928. The chemicals were applied at varying rates per acre ami at 
different times to Canada thistle, sow thistle, quack grass, leafy spurge, Austrian field cress, and field 
bindweed. More than one application was made in many c~ses where t.hey were neerled to completely eradi·' 
cate the weeds. Sodium chlorate demonstrated its effectiveness in eradicating weeds. 

Sodium chlorate has the disadvantage of being an explosive and a fire hazard under certain 
~onditions. The precautions outlined below should be followed in :ill details by all who use it for weed 
eradication. Further work with chemicals, some of which are not explosive in nature and do not have the 
fire hazard, may result in finding others that are effective in eradicating weeds. 

At present the use of sodium chlorate for weed eradication is practical on!y (1) for the com· 
paratively small areas that always precede infestation of entire fields and (2) for fence rows where weeds 
in the f ieUds are being eradicated by definitely planned tillage operations. The practicability of using 
chemicals for weed eradication on entire f ie!ds in Minnesota depends on one or all of the following: Finding 
by further trial that less sodium chlorate per square rod than is indicated in this article can be used effec
tively or that other chemicals are more effective, or ability to obtain the d1emicals at lower prices. 

Properties of Sodium Chlorate 

Sodium chlorate is a white crystalline substance similar in appearance to very coarse common 
salt except that the crystals are sti II larger. It dissolves easily in water. However, the coldf.r the water 
the less readily it dissolves. Care must be taken to stir it in the water unti I it is completely dissolved. 

Cows eat greedily pasture plants, and weeds to which sodium chlorate has been applied. The 
heavier the application, the closer the grazing will be. Any chlorate that the animals carry away before 
the weeds are killed is of no value for the purpo~e for which it was applied. Therefore to be efficient in 
killing weeds in pastures the animals must be kept out until most of the chemical has be<'n washed from the 
plants into the ground by rains. How much rain or how long .it takes to bring about this result is not known, 

The Division of Veterinary Medicine, at University Farm, has found that sodium chlorate is 
poisonous to cattle. Therefore it is unsafe to apµly it to weeds in pastures where cattle graze. 

Sodium chlorate applied at the rates given below makes the land sterile for crop plants for 
approximately 6 months from the time of the last application. 

Sodium chlorate is a dangerous explosive and fire hazard under certain conditions. This is a 
fact well recognized by al: chemists and they handle this material with the necessary pre~autions. For 
those who are inexperienced in handling chemicals, it is all the more necessary to follow carefully definite 
precautions in order to eliminate danger. There is no danger from exillosion or fire when the dry sodium 
chlorate is kept pure, but, when mixed with dust or organic matter or with sulphur, it wi 11 explode or ignite 
when subjected to friction or when struck. Careful attention to the following precautions is necessary in 
order to avoid danger. 

1. Sodium chlorate comes from the manufacturers in steel drums weighing 112 pounds net each. It is always 
shipped in these metal containers and should be purchased and stored in them until it is used. If less 
than a drum lot of sodium chlorate is purchased, it should always be placed in a clean metal container 
having a tight cover. Do not put it in paper or cloth sacks or in pasteboard or wooden boxes. 



2. Except when removing the drums, always keep the covers on tight to keep all dust and other foreign 
material out. 

3. Never store sodium chlorate in the same building or room where there is any sulphur either in the form' 
of lime sulphur spray material or any other form. 

4. Keep the chlorate in a securely locked place so there is no possibility of children getting even the 
smallest amounts of it. 

5. Take the sodium chlorate in the metal drums to the fields where it is to be used and pour it from the 
drums into the water in which it is to be dissolved. If the chlorate has become caked in the drums, 

. do not try to loosen it with any sort of tool or instrument. The only safe method of procedure in such 
cases is to pour water on it and dissolve it out. By following these precautions, all danger from · 
setting off by friction the chlorate in drum or small amounts of it spi lied on floors or other hard 
surf aces is avoided. 

6. · ·s9dium chlorate in retatively small amounts is poisonous to cattle. Therefore, to avoid sickness and 
danger of loss, it should not be applied to weeds in pastures where cattle graze. 

7. · Sodium cblorate dissolved in water is not dangerous. Apply all the solution to the weeds as soon as 
made. Never let any of the solution stand around in containers so that the water evaporates and chlo
rate accumulates on the sides in the form of crystals. These crystals are just as dangerous as they 
were before being dissolved in the water. 

Jj. __ The most serious dang~r J~ th(!se_~andl_i_n_g sodium chlorate is from fire. Clothing on which the chlorate 
solution has been sprayed or spilled and al\owed to become dry is easily ignited by friction only,· the 
.fire burns rapidly and it is difficult to extinguish. PROTECT ALL CLOTHING, INCl,UDING SHOES, 
FROM BECOMING WET WITH THE SOLUTION WHEN IT IS BEING APPLIED TO THE WEEDS. ANY 
CLOTHING ACCIDENTALLY WET WITH THE SOLUTION SHOULD BE WASHED BEFORE BECOMING DRY. 
Washing the clothing thoroly in cold water removes the chlorate. 

Rate and Number of Applications 

Judging from results obtained and subject to such revision as close examination in the spring 
and summer of 1929 of the areas treated in 1928 and further work in 1929 may indicate advisable, the 
fol lowing amounts appear to be necessary to be effective: 

For Canada and sow thistle, quack grass, leafy spurge, and others of similar growth habits, 
from 3 to 5· pounds of sodium chlorate may be needed per square rod of area, depending on the thickness and 
the vigor of growth. Tbe sodium chlorate is dissolved in water at the rate of one pound per gallon and one 
and one-half gallons of the solution is used per square rod of area for the first application. This should 
kill all the living parts above ground if applied properly. Following the first application the weeds will 
make a new growth and as long as this growth looks weak and yellowish in color, no further applications are 
necessary. However, as soon as the growth becomes vigorous and a normal green, the second application 
should be made and following that, other applications as needed. Two or three applications are usually 
needed and, where the weeds are particularly vigorous, four may be necessary. 

The amount used per square rod of area after the first application should always be in propor
tion to the condition of the weeds. One-half gallon to a gallon of the solution per square rod of area may 
be all that is needed for the second and following applications. Where only a few weeds are left the solu
tion should be applied to them only and not to the entire area covered by previous applications. Until the 
one applying the solution becomes accustomed to sizing up the situtation, there is always a tendency to 
make the second and following applications sooner and heavier than necessary. 



.3. 

Applications may be heavier than those indicatedt but the material is generally not used to 
as good advantage. Unless excessive amounts are applied, it is always necessary to go over any area on 
which the chemical has been used at least the second time to kill the weeds left by the first application. 

Time of Making First Application 

Any s~atements made on this subject must necessarily be subject to revision after more com· 
plete information is available. The indications are that it is practical to make the first application 
during July after a bay crop bas been removed or during the first part of August immediately after the 
grain is off the fieldst with subsequent light applications as needed throughout September and October, 
with the expectation of securing a crop from the treated land the following season. If the last appJi. 
cation is made late in autumn, difficulty may be expected in some cases in securing a stan• of crop 
plants the following spring. 

Method of Application 

Apply with a hand or machine power sprayer and not with a sprinkling can. Use a nozzle 
that throws the solution like fine rain but with great force. One to one and one-half gallons of the 
solution applied evenly per square rod of area will wet the plants thoroly and a considerable amount will 
go to the surface of the soil. 

Where can Sodium Chlorate be Purchased 

Local agencies to handle this material are being arranged for by wholesale dealers and jobbers 
as rapidly as possible. Wholesale distributors do not sell direct. Get in touch with firms that handle other 
sprayinc materials and with your county acent. 
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